Do you miss taking field trips to the museum? Let us bring MOSI directly into your classroom – virtually! For a limited time, we are offering live, interactive, virtual STEAM programs led by fun and engaging MOSI instructors on ZOOM.

**Planetary Explorers**
Become an expert in exploration! Choose your mission, design spacecraft, and follow in the footsteps of astronauts, engineers, and scientists. This live event includes hands-on, inquiry-based, STEAM activities and interactive Q&A facilitated by fun and engaging MOSI instructors. A list of recommended household materials for active participation will be sent along with the event link one (1) week prior to the program. **Standards:** SC.E.5

**Forensic Investigators**
Gather clues, analyze evidence, and make observations to help us solve the crime of the year! This live event includes hands-on, inquiry-based, STEAM activities and interactive Q&A facilitated by fun and engaging MOSI instructors. A list of recommended household materials for active participation will be sent along with the event link one (1) week prior to the program. **Standards:** SC.N.1, CTE-LPSS.68.LAW, CTE-GEN.68.TECH

**Recommended Ages:** K-8 students and their families  
**Duration:** 1 hr  
**Fee:** $150 for 15 participants and 2 chaperones, $10 per additional participant or chaperone

*Each log in counts as ONE (1) participant, additional individuals logging in on one device incur no additional fees.

Do you have questions or program requests? We’re ready to help! Contact 813-987-6000 or visit mosi.org to make a reservation.